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Hope In the Holler  Lisa Lewis Tyre          660L               J Tyre                 Fiction 
Upon her mother's death, Wavie Conley, eleven, must go live with a scheming aunt in the Kentucky 
town her mother left behind. 
 
Crossing Ebenezer Creek   Tonya Bolden           680L               YA Bold            Fiction 
Freed from slavery, Mariah and her young brother Zeke join Sherman's march through Georgia, 
where Mariah meets a free black named Caleb and dares to imagine the possibility of true love, but 
hope can come at a cost. 
 
Out To Get You: 13 tales of weirdness and woe     Josh Allen      660L         J Alle     Fiction 
A collection of thirteen short stories that reveals frightening secrets lurking in everyday objects. 
 
Moon Over Manifest Claire Vanderpool       800L  J Vand         Fiction 
Twelve-year-old Abilene Tucker is the daughter of a drifter who, in the summer of 1936, sends her to 
stay with an old friend in Manifest, Kansas, where he grew up, and where she hopes to find out some 
things about his past. 
 
Beneath A Meth Moon      Jaqueline Woodson               730L         J Wood              Fiction 
 After losing her mother and grandmother during Hurricane Katrina, Laurel moves to another town 
and becomes a methamphetamine addict. 
 
Wolf Hollow    Lauren Wolk       800L     J Wolk          Fiction 
Twelve-year-old Annabelle must learn to stand up for what's right in the face of a manipulative and 
violent new bully who targets people Annabelle cares about, including a homeless World War I 
veteran. 
 
Remarkables  Margret Peterson Haddix                 800L              J Hadd         Fiction 
Eleven-year-old Marin and her neighbor Charley hope that by preventing a disaster that occurred 
twenty years ago, they can save Charley's dad from a future of guilt and self-destructive behavior. 
 
The Trail  Meika Hashimoto                  780L   J Hash          Fiction 
Toby and his friend Lucas made a list of things to do the summer before they entered middle school, 
but now Lucas is gone, and Toby sets out to fulfill the promise he made to his friend, to finish the list 
by hiking the Appalachian Trail from Velvet Rocks to Mt. Katahdin, an undertaking that he is poorly 
prepared for--and which will become not only a struggle for survival, but a rescue mission for the 
starving and abused dog who he finds along the way. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Saving Wonder  Mary Knight                                          870L           J Knig         Fiction 
Curley Hines has lost his father, mother, and brother to coal mining, and now he lives with his 
grandfather in the Appalachian mountains of Wonder Gap, Kentucky--but when the mining company 
prepares to destroy their mountain he must use the words his grandfather has taught him to save Red 
Hawk Mountain, even if it means losing the life he loves. 
  
O captain, my captain : Walt Whitman, Abraham Lincoln, and the Civil War 
Robert Burleigh                          890L         J811.3 Burl      Non-Fiction 
A dramatic, lyrical and beautifully illustrated book tells the story of how Walt Whitman, one of 
America’s greatest poets, was inspired by Abraham Lincoln, one of America’s greatest presidents.
  
Nature’s Skyscrapers        J551.43 Natu          Non-Fiction 
A volume covering four of Earth's mountain regions, including Mount Everest, the Teton Range, 
Kilimanjaro, and Chimborazo 
 
Crash: the Great Depression and the fall and rise of America  
Marc Favreau                   J973.91 Favr            Non-Fiction 
The story of how the Great Depression impacted the United States shines a spotlight on pivotal 
moments and figures across ethnic, gender, racial, social, and geographic divides. 
 


